Abstract. Propagation and sentiment get more attention in social network research, but there is no intuitive way for users to get information directly and quickly. In this paper, combing data analysis and sentiment analysis, we build a system to analyze the Sina Weibo data and provide the results in a visual way. The system is divided into six parts, mainly leading users to find the regulation between time and reposts, the key players in the process of the propagation, the main phrases of the topic and the change in sentiment. Moreover, we provide improved text visualization and tree map to represent the data after text processing. The system contributes to Weibo data analysis and public opinion monitoring.
Introduction
As the network goes into every household, people spend a lot of time on social software. They record and share the drops of life, contact with friends, focus on current events and participate in hot topics by using micro-blog. According to incomplete statistics, micro-blog such as Facebook, Twitter, Sina Weibo active users has reached 300 million monthly and data show TB even PB level growth, which means social network platforms occupy an important part in people's daily life. Users have become the recipients of the news, and become the source of the news in We-media era.
In recent years, researchers have setting off a wave of micro-blog data analysis, including content mining [1] , user behavior analysis [2] , sentiment analysis [3] , geographical situational awareness [4 ] and some other domains. However, none of them provides an intuitive way to present the results after analyzing. Great information visualization help people easily find the value or potential relation between data.
Here this paper presents a visual system, mainly analyzing the propagation and sentiment properties of Weibo data. The system consists of five parts, including reposts-time visualization, propagation-path visualization, tipping point visualization, content analysis visualization and sentiment visualization. And the system also provides visual analytic operation in the visualization model mentioned above. It enables users to have a better understanding of Weibo and it will help Weibo administrator to monitor public opinion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II mentions some related works. Section III introduces method and visual models. Section IV shows the overview of the system. Section V discusses the further work and Section VI concludes the whole work.
Related work

Correlated Visualization Method
Qi Y et al studied the visualization method of media data combined with the media information and introduces text visualization and visualization method by using geographic information [5] . Chien-Tung Ho et al designed system to show the propagation path and social graph through analyzing the degree of propagation [6] . There are still many methods put forward by other scholars, such as real-time scalable analysis and localization of text visualization combined with clustering method [7] , text visualization with unique layout [8] and so on.
Correlated Visualization Application
To get better analysis, good visualization applications are made recently. There is no standard definition for visualizing data, some focus on propagation of Weibo and visual analytic [9] , some focus on problems and fictitious information [10] and some focus on the synergistic reaction of visualization [11] .
Weibo Sentiment Analysis
Combined with natural language processing, visualization is popular in sentiment analysis. It helps decision making and opinion monitoring. Vu Dung Nguyen et al developed a framework to see the public sentiment in a geographical region [12 ] . Zhitao Wang et al used visual technique to study the relationship between sentiment and real life, the public emotions and events [13] .
Method
Data Acquisition
Sina Weibo is one of the most popular social platform in China and provides official API for users to get some common data. It is a complex way to get official authorization, so this project changed mind to get data by using crawler technology. Scrapy(a crawler framework), beautifulsoup(an excellent parsing library) and regular expression are used to get and format all the data. Data are stored into mysql database.
One blog is chosen as an example. The content is about that one student was late for one minute of the Chinese GaoKao and was stopped out of the gate. The Fig. 1 shows the original blog. In the three tables, this first raw is the name of the table and the second raw represents the properties of the entity with description at the third raw.
Propagation Analysis and Visualization
Propagation is a main property in social network. We suppose to find a common way or pattern to explain the regulation in the process of the propagation. There are two factors in the process, time and people. We try to figure out how reposts change from time and who are key players.
We built three visual models to analyze the information we got. In model 1, we established x-axis to represent the whole repost period and y-axis to represent the reposts amount per second. Then we outline each point with lines and form an area map, as shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 Repost-time area map In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , we zoomed in Fig. 2 , and we see more details. Repost decreased sharply during midnight and repost continued in the morning next day. The overall spread showed a downward trend until the heat disappeared. Repost map2 (zoom in) Weibo post can be depicted as a repost tree, where every node in the tree corresponds to one user. The original user is considered as the root and the parent node of a certain user is the node that represents the source user it directly reposts from. In Fig. 5 , the red node represents the source user, the yellow node represents the repost user and links represent one reposts directly from the other. Considering the problem of layout, we extract some nodes in each layer, but we will take priority to extract nodes with child nodes and the node whose praise amount and repost amount are big enough. In the graph, we select at most 20 nodes and at most 5 nodes for every other level. In Fig. 5 , we can clearly see a blog's largest spread level and main users in every level. And we provide drag method for every node for users to have a better view. Meanwhile, we use circular and bar graphs to further analyze each level of data, shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . About the key player model, we call it tipping point. The tipping point is related to the factors of adhesion, environment and character in journalism. In this paper, our focus is on character. User plays a major role when they repost or comment the source Weibo. Once a blog is posted, the fans of the source user are the audience, and people who comment, repost or praise the blog are audience, too. We built a model to calculate the weight of every player. The model expression is:
w i is the weight of a player in the process of propagation, t i is the type of content user i has sent.
i represent the amount of reposts, the amount of praise, the amount of fans and the amount of comments respectively. Then we selected the top 10 players to show in the system.
Fig. 8 Key players
In Fig. 8 , we will see who are key players in the propagation clearly. When we move mouse on th e picture of different user, we can get the user's information in the center and we can distinguish be tween ordinary user and special user who has a VIP tag.
Sentiment Detection and Visualization
Sentiment resources, especially sentiment lexicons play a critical role in sentiment analysis. The e xisting Chinese lexicons, such as How-Net, are insufficient and useless for micro-blog. So How-Net are used as basic lexicon and PMI-IR(Point-wise Mutual Information-Information Retrieval) are add ed to enlarge the lexicon [15] . Step1: we use jieba(a technique to cut words) to cut all the text and remove stop words and words which have been already in lexicon, then we get a new text collection and we call it corpus.
Step2: we regard every phrase as a statistical mutual information point, and compute the PMI bet ween words from corpus and lexicon. The expression is: word 2 ) is the the frequency of the common occurrence of word 1 and word 2 .
Step3: we compute the similarity between words and positive words or negative words-Semantic Orientation (SO). The expression is:
SO( phrase) = PMI( phrase, pword) -PMI( phrase,nword)
(3) pword, nword represents positive words and negative words respectively. Step4: Add reference phrase to a positive dictionary or a negative dictionary. Then we adapt sentiment analysis based on lexicon to compute every sentence's value. The algorithm is described as follows:
Step1: read every sentence and cut them into clauses. Step2: search sematic phrase from positive and negative lexicon and record the polarity and position.
Step3: scan before the sematic phrase to find degree words. If there exist degree words, sematic value multiple the weight of degree words.
Step4: scan before sematic phrase to find negative words such as no, never and record the number of negative words. If it is an odd number, sematic value multiple -1. If it is an even number, sematic value remains unchanged.
Step5: calculate every completed sentence's positive variance and negative variance. Now, we have not only basic data, but also sematic data. For this part, we extract the main phrases from the original Weibo, count the high-frequency words, analyze the change trend of sentiment in the way of propagation and analyze the distribution of sentiment. About main phrases extraction, we used TextRank algorithm. We compute every node's weight and select the top 5 phrases. The algorithm is:
(4) Then we got the result as the table4 shows. Meanwhile, we count the high frequency phrases that appear in the text and display by text visualization. We improved the original wordle layout algorithm to present more words for the reason of that there are some blank space in the Chinese character. We choose the rectangular to present and the text size is calculated according to the weight. The text locates the center expanding to sides. Every time we put a new text into the center of the rectangle, then we determine whether there is a position conflict. If there is space, the text will be placed. If there is any conflict, the text will be placed around the scope of the conflict. Our result is shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 Text visualization About the key phrases, we did another thing. We select the top 10 high-frequency phrases, and find their most similar words in the corpus. At first, we trained the corpus to a model by using word2vec.
Then we call the most similar method in the word2vec to find the most similar phrases in the corpus by loading the model. Then we use bubble chart to present these data. In the Fig. 10 the same color bubbles stand for the same kind. The size of the word also depends on the word frequency. Fig. 10 Bubble chart As for the sematic visual model, we designed three models to display all the data. In the first model, we want to represent that what is the sentiment in the crowd after the micro-blog is sent. We regard a point as a user, and the color of the point represents the sentiment value. We map the positive and negative sentiment to the red and blue channels of the RGB color space respectively. Animation helps user clearly know how many for and against in the crowd, shown in Fig. 11 . Fig. 11 Sematic analysis visualization Because there are too many points and, point is too small and the difference of sentiment value is small, it is not easy to see the sematic differences. For the purpose of show the differences in sentiment, we built block map. In the block map, we count the frequency of different sentiment and lay the high-frequency sentiment in the center expanding to sides, shown in Fig. 12 . Then we will clearly see the emotional level. Fig. 12 Block map We also pay attention to the sematic changes of micro-blog in the process of propagation. On the foundation of tree map, we add color channel to every node. The node's sentiment is opposite to its parent node and all its child nodes' sentiments are in the same trend, and we call it sentiment mutational point (SMP). Every SMP is an object to get focused and monitored because it will lead to a turn of public opinion. In the Fig.13 , we can find two SMPs. we hide the nickname of the users and stroke the color only in red and blue color. When we move mouse on the node, and we will see the nickname. 
System Overview
Our system has six major components: data load modular, repost-time visual analysis, propagatio n-path visual analysis, tipping point analysis, content visual analysis and sentiment visual analysis.
The online interface, based on HTML and D3.js, is an intuitive way for users to get information e asily. Interactive operation provided in each part help user understand deeply. The system overview i s shown in Fig. 14 . 
Further Work
To further complete the system, we look forward to getting more data of a blog and analyzing We ibo data more comprehensively. Also, we are going to complete the expert system by collecting user s action in the system to provide better visualization.
Conclusions
In this work, combined with nature language processing, we analyzed how a blog propagate to the public and what the sentiment is in the crowd. And we built a visual system to present the analysis results online. The system is formed in five parts, mainly analyze the propagation and sentiment properties by using visual technique.
